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Brainteasers for budding philosophers ...
Can you solve it? Oxford university admissions questions
Proof assistants thus force the user to lay out the logic of their arguments in a rigorous way, and they fill in simpler steps that human mathematicians had consciously or unconsciously skipped.
Mathematicians welcome computer-assisted proof in grand unification theory
Silvio Micali: I ll be brief. I started in Rome, in mathematics, logic and calculus. But when I discovered algorithms, which are some of the newcomers still in the grand scheme of things in ...
Algorand Founder Silvio Micali Breaks Down How To Construct A Fast And Secure Blockchain In A World Full Of Adversaries
One possible explanation of this is that exercising your brain with mathematical tasks improves your learning ability. Accordingly, Cohen Kadosh suggests that anyone not keen on post-16 maths take up ...
Studying maths post-GCSEs aids brain development ‒ should it be compulsory?
Doha College has a long tradition of outstanding achievements in mathematics. The academic year that was just concluded was no different as it yielded many honours for many of its students.
Outstanding Local and International Math Achievements of Doha College Students
The defence sector has been using automated vehicles for decades and a new generation of automated vehicles, powered by AI, is on the increase as we put more trust in AI algorithms. Yet can we expect ...
Boosting trust in AI
When the novel coronavirus pandemic forced theatres and performance venues to shutter in 2020, Amplified Arts, a performing arts center in Claremont, turned to its city for a ...
Amplified Arts returns to the woods
Friday 9 July 2021 marks the 80th anniversary of the cracking of the Enigma Code by a team at Bletchley Park, led by the British mathematician Alan Turing. Professor Andy Hone at the University

s ...

80th Anniversary of the Enigma Code being cracked
Research shows quitting maths may have an adverse effect on teenage brain development. Photo / 123rf For some teenagers, dumping maths from their school schedule is something that can't happen quickly ...
How quitting maths can affect teens' brains
President Biden has big plans. Which is excusable. All first-term presidents do. The republic would be much safer and more soundly governed if we had only presidents serving their second ...
Geoffrey Norman: Tax Them Harder
As shocking as that may be, Dutch weather isn

t completely random. In fact, research from the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute (KNMI) shows that Dutch ...

Netherlands records hottest June ever: what do experts predict for the rest of summer?
Toronto-born, Oklahoma-raised Rivka Galchen studies the history of Johannes Kepler s time for her second novel ...
Rivka Galchen gravitates toward Johannes Kepler s family ties for her second novel
The joy of a midweek mini-break boils down to holiday mathematics: fewer guests plus less frazzled staff equals a more enjoyable holiday ...
Why the 'midweeker' is the solution to your holiday plans this summer
Research in science is a harmonious blend of beautiful 'imagery' and 'pure reasoning'. The great Danish Physicist Neils Bohr once wrote, "when it comes to atoms, language can be used only as in poetry ...
The Role Of Imagery In Science
Christian apologists have, for centuries, employed various philosophies and sheer logic to demonstrate God's existence. And their efforts ...
Author J.A.Victor releases the first installment of his "Gospel of Creation" book series
Gateway Kids School of Computing, the pioneer in IT training for kids, has once again come up with a novel concept in introducing Robotics to children from eight years upwards with the use of Lego ...
Gateway introduces Robotics to kids
Twenty-one University of Chicago faculty members have received distinguished service professorships or named professorships. President Robert J. Zimmer and incoming President Paul Alivisatos have ...
21 UChicago faculty receive named, distinguished service professorships
Since leading West Coast by four goals with half a quarter to play and then conceding those four goals to record a dismal loss, the Tigers have seemed shot. They then managed just two goals ‒ again, ...
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